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Transforms HR Services Using iTrent
HR system development objectives were to be operationally efficient,
improve customer service through better functionality, improve access to
data, and reduce paper usage. Further objectives were, to enhance the
reputations
both
theand
HRelements
department
and
the university
byand
providing
iTrent providedof
the
payroll
of the HR
solution
we needed
MHR have
provided
technical support
to help
complete this
phase
of our Agile
HR project.
key
HR information
across
theusuniversity;
and
to develop
project
skills in
the
HR operational team.
The biggest challenge was to rollout a culture of manager-led HR. This 15-month
transformation allowed us to start empowering employees and managers to take

Head
of HR Operations, Plymouth University
ownership of their information and teams, and be more self-sufficient. This has enabled
the Human Resource and Organisation Developmental service to operate more
strategically, by removing the unnecessary paper processes and administration.
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is one of the
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of most
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universities with over 30,000 students and almost 3,000
Improved HR Service Delivery
employees. Creativity and an enterprising spirit are
• Support of university’s agenda
characteristics that are valued by the university as they help
• Outstanding external provider audit
to achieve the university’s goal of transforming lives through
report
knowledge.
• Improved applicant, employee

In 2011, MHR began a six-year partnership to support the
HUMAN
RESOURCES
council
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human resources and payroll services
The
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at theall
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explains:
“HR
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reviewing
existing HR
and payroll
is committed
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a positive
working
environment.
processes
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Our proactive
people are respected
in
best
practice, streamlined
processes and
and supported
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a sustainable manner, contributing to outstanding results.
We place
greatin
value
in employee
diversity
and consequently,
MHR’s
support
delivering
the Agile
HR project
has led to
consider
students’
experience
to and
be enriched.
Individuals’
the
automation
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processes
workflows,
increased
contributions
are recognised
and rewarded
in line overall
with the
Self-Service
functionality,
supporting
and building
university’s
strategic
aims,
which
are
evident
in
our
range of
people management capabilities across the organisation.
HR policies.” One of the university’s objectives was e-business,
a commitment to developing its use of technology to enhance
Understanding
the Challenges
its teaching and learning offering and business capability.
In
times of
austerity,
cost
management
a commitment
consistent
Aligned
with
this, HR’s
strategy
to proveisits
to
necessity
local
government.
Faced
with new
risks
as an
deliveringfor
the
university’s
strategic
objectives
was
to such
develop
managing
the
shift
from
grant
funding,
cyber
security
threats
integrated HR system.

and a demanding public, local authorities are always looking
to
find new ways
to adapt
and be innovative
the face
of time
Establishing
specific,
measurable,
attainable,in
realistic
and
uncertainty
and
change.
framed goals
was
essential to the success of the project. Three

key phases were identified. First, upgrade to iTrent. Second,
implement Web Recruitment for online applications, in
addition to piloting Manager Self-Service (MSS). The final phase
introduces performance development reviews and the rollout
of MSS.
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Phase 1: Team, Upgrade and
Employee Self-Service

To successfully manage the entire process,
a designated project team was launched to
manage the iTrent upgrade and implement its
improved functionality, particularly:

To maximise project visibility to the wider university
community, the intranet and direct email were key.
All project and system related documents were
uploaded to the HR community on the university’s
intranet, while regular employee announcements
via the intranet home page increased general
awareness, shared progress, and outlined the
expected impact on users. Direct e-mail proved
particularly successful for the launch of Employee
Self-Service (ESS).

• Workflow – improves process efficiency & reducPLYMOUTH
es paper usage CITY COUNCIL
• Enquiry tool – delivers key information to HR
users & potentially users outside core HR
The system sponsor actively engaged on a regular
• Process chaining – improves efficiency
basis with the project manager and the team,
• Improved templates – delivering efficiencies &
which ensured that things could happen and move
improved service
forward quickly to achieve the objectives. Without
• Analysis – improves efficiency by identifying
this commitment and close liaison the project
where in the team processes/ activities are comwould
not
have
been we
able
to deliver
the
objectives
iTrent provided the payroll and elements
of the
HR
solution
needed
and
MHR
have
pleted
within
the
given
time
frame.
provided technical support to help us complete this phase of our Agile HR project.
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Using a project team
comprising
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The biggest
challenge
was to rollout a culture
of 2:
manager-led
HR.
This 15-month and
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problem the
solving
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processes. Initially, read-only functionality of key
and communication. Effective team work ensured
information
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for two
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a collaborative approach
which
continues
today,
Jane Stephenson, Head of Human Resources
Business Services,
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Council
and another Directorate totalling 300 employees.
despite the team having dispersed back into their
A mechanism for collating and maintaining
normal operational areas.
reporting manager data was established which
then fed the release of MSS functionality to other
The effective communication and documentation
areas of the organisation.”
of objectives, plans and expectations were
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With each manually input application averaging
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five minutes, it amounted to around 880 hours
subject experts – academic managers from
engagement
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our computing school, technical specialists,
• More strategic policies/
a representative explains.
prominent academic and professional managers
procedures
and employees. Without doubt, this consultative
• Remote access to Self-Service
The recruitment and project managers designed
approach supported the successful system
• Manage personal learning & CPD
an online application process. This was tested
delivery.”
records
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Review

and developed using a dedicated focus group
representative of recruiting managers acting as
applicants and recruiting managers across the
university.
The focus group and project team discussed and
agreed various aspects of the system, including the
application form design, whether managers receive
applications electronically or in hard copy, the look
PLYMOUTH CITY COUNCIL
of the printed application, etc.

A review of all the project phases will ensure
a complete evaluation of the project’s objectives
thus far, to identify what went well, key learning
points, and to ensure that areas yet to be finalised
are incorporated into future development. The
university will also seek feedback and suggestions
from all involved, having issued surveys in relation
to ESS, online applications, and the core system
which will inform the approach for the overall
review following project completion.
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“Test applications were completed by the focus
group, HR staff and some students studying HR,
Over the last 12 months, HR has aligned with
with feedback collected on their experiences.
the university’s strategic aims for technology and
Following go-live, each applicant completed
e-business. iTrent’s implementation and ongoing
a survey and responses were very positive. We’re
developments have facilitated HR in driving use of
also looking to provide
managersthe
with
directand
access
iTrent provided
payroll
elements
ofsystem
the HRand
solution
we needed
andservice.
MHR have
the
improving
customer
to recruitment data
and shortlisting
MSS.” to help us complete this phase of our Agile HR project.
provided
technical via
support
The project team’s success has subsequently led to

The biggest challenge was to rollout a culture of manager-led HR. This 15-month
Phase 3: Performance
the decision to identify a team within HR to focus
transformation allowed us to start empowering employees and managers to take
on continuing system and process improvement
Development
Reviews
and
Full and teams,
ownership
of their
information
and be more self-sufficient. This has enabled
enable realisation of the university’s future
MSS Roll-Out
the Human Resource and OrganisationtoDevelopmental
service to operate more
aspirations.
strategically,
the unnecessary
paper processes and administration.
The university is now
focusing by
on removing
performance
development reviews (PDR) and the continued
roll-out of MSS across
the organisation.
long Resources Business Services, Plymouth City Council
Jane Stephenson,
Head The
of Human
term objective is to implement a facility for
employees to complete appraisal forms online.
This will support the Performance Management
Framework Project and demonstrate HR webbased processes, helping to improve employee and
SUMMARY
manager
to HR systems
information.
In 2011,access
MHR began
a six-yearand
partnership
to support the

council in delivering human resources and payroll services
to its staff. This involved reviewing all existing HR and payroll
processes to remove inefficiencies and move towards MHR
best practice, streamlined processes and automation.
MHR’s support in delivering the Agile HR project has led to
the automation of HR processes and workflows, increased
Self-Service functionality, supporting and building overall
people management capabilities across the organisation.
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